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Description

buttons on remote control should be more durable.

left/right arrow should be seek back/forward 90 seconds.
down/up should be seek back/forward by 10 minutes
square should be instant repeat of last 15 seconds.

this would stop having to hit triangle to go to the gui all the time, and some formats don't like "scanning" through the format.

Related issues:
Related to Feature # 711: Make left stick to act like arrow buttons (PS3) New 09/20/2011
Related to Feature # 487: Dual Shock / Joystick Maper New 05/03/2011

History
#1 - 08/12/2011 05:25 PM - Rural Hunter

I also would like to have the same function for L1/R1 as the PS3 native player when playing BD/AVCHD. That's chapter back/forword. If no chapter is
supported, I think it can be set to seek back/forword 5 mins.

#2 - 09/08/2011 01:01 PM - Rusty Unknown

We should also be able to activate chapter selection GUI directly with the SQUARE [] button on the controller (this is similar to default PS3 player).

Optional suggestions:
L2 = Audio track selection
R2 = subtitle selection

These suggestions will make it possible to control video playback quickly without needing to access the GUI all the time with TRIANGLE /_\

#3 - 09/08/2011 05:25 PM - Simeon Dobrudjanski

Or the best option is to add a customizable controller layout, as in like with the keymapper, where you can set your preferred buttons and functions.
That way we can edit each button for a specific function, and maybe add the ability for button combinations. Now that would be a really sweet feature.

#4 - 09/13/2011 08:43 AM - Andreas Smas
- Priority changed from High to Normal

#5 - 09/18/2011 11:00 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 3.2 to 33
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#6 - 01/13/2014 01:59 PM - Andreas Smas
- Target version deleted (33)

#7 - 05/26/2015 03:41 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from Remote control layout to Change mappings on DualShock controller
- Category changed from User interface to General

#8 - 05/26/2015 03:46 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #711: Make left stick to act like arrow buttons (PS3) added

#9 - 05/26/2015 04:00 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Related to Feature #487: Dual Shock / Joystick Maper added

#10 - 12/06/2015 11:51 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Rejected
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